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May 28 Hello, and welcome to Iconic Design! Two weeks ago in Know Direction: Beyond, I mentioned this idea for an armored solar build that uses light weapons, taking advantage of flashing punches and multi-weapon wrestling feat. Today marks the end of PaizoCon (and while I'm typing it well to end the show this time around, I'm sure there's a lot of
interesting content for all of you to sift through yet) I thought it might be a fun, easy article for you guys to digest. And then I decided to add a lot of math to see whether this build has any weight. So, without further delay, my armored Dervish Solarian build. Enjoy! Any information important to understanding the assembly or its roots comes here. Classes:
Solarian 12 Feats: Multi-mine Fights (1st), Weapons Specialization (Bonus), Fleet (3rd), Agile Moves (5th), Lunge (7th), Deadly Target (9th), Weapon Focus: Major Melee Weapons (11th)Ability: Flashing Strikes, Adept skill, solar manifestation (armor, No 2 AC and Resistance 10), Star Mode, Side Influence (4 skills) Star Revelations: Black Hole (1st),
Supernova (1st) , plasma shell (2nd), gravitational boost (4th), corona (6th), crush (8th) , blazing orbit (10), defy gravity (12) zenith Revelations: solar acceleration (9th), wormhole (9th) This assembly looks pretty cool on paper, but before we go ahead and pat himself on the back for coming up with it, we should probably check his math to see if he keeps it.
We'll take three assemblies (armor solarian with basic melee weapons, solarian armor with longarms, and weapons solarian) with all the same damage bonuses were applicable and see how they do against each other! So we have to build everything nicely and stated, but it keeps its own against the more traditional long-army solarian or solar weapon
Solarian? Let's see! Ability Results (starting) 16th, 14th, 12th, 11th, 10th, 10 includes 2 boosts (5th, 10th), MK 2 personal update (No 2), and MK 4 personal update (No 4) Armor Melee: Str 18, Dex, 23, Con 15, Int 10, Wis 10, Cha 18 Amor Ranged: Str 10, Dex, 23, Con 16, Int 15, Wis 10, Cha 20 Weapons: Str 23 , Dex, 17, Con 16, Int 10, Wis 10, Cha 18
Weapons Armor - Ultra-thin Dagger (Point Level 12, 4d4 S), average 10 Damage Armor - Impact Scattergun (element level 12, 12d6 P), average 42 damage weapons - Solarian Blade (4d6) plus smaller crystal gluon (Point Level 12, No. 2d6) Total 6d6, average 35 Damage Attack Armor Bonuses, Range: No. , Meli: No.1 Weapon Focus, penalty for full
attacks, reduced by -2 from flashing blows and Multi-Weapon Weapon Fighting: No.1 Weapon Focus, penalty for full attacks reduced by -1 from flashing punches Bonuses Specialization (No. 12 to scattergun and Solarian blade, No. 6 to each Ultrathin dagger) Deadly target (No. 12 for scattering gun, solar blade, and each Ultrathin dagger) dagger) Shell
(only fell): No. 6 Fire Put it together (Full Attack w/Deadly Target) Armor, Melee: ultra-thin dagger No 15 / 15 or No 13 / 13 / 13 (4d4'20 plus 6 fire), average 36 damage per blow Armor, Range: Shock Scattering No.13 / No. 13 or No. 11 / 11 / No. 11 (12d6 and 24), averaging 66 damage per strike Weapon: Sun sword 4 or No 12 / 12 / 12 (10d6 and 24 plus 6
fire), averaging 65 damage per blow So far it looks like a tanning gun blows two-weapon armor Solarian out of the water, When it comes to damage, probably because they use melee operational weapons without any ability to increase the damage caused by these weapons. Before we completely close the book on this build, however, let's rush on what the
numbers look like if we take into account hits and misses. In CR 12, KAC's enemy creature will be 28. With that in mind, we know the following: Armor, Melee: Solarian hits by 13 or higher with two attacks (8 numbers times 5% to number 40%), or 15 or higher with three attacks (6 numbers times 5% to number 30%). Ranged: Sunny hits at 15 or higher with
two attacks (6 numbers times 5% at number 30%), or 17 or higher with three attacks (4 numbers times 5% at number 20%) Weapons: Sunny hits at 15 or higher with two attacks (6 numbers times 5% to number 30%), or 17 or higher with three attacks (4 times 5% to number 20%) With this percentage of COH in mind, the average damage per round of our
solarians is as follows: Armor, Melee: 14.4 damage with two attacks (36 average damage per hit time 40% C2H), 10.8 damage with three attacks (36 average damage per hit time 30% C2H). Armor, Range: 19.8 damage with two attacks (66 average damage per shot times 30% C2H), 13.2 damage with three attacks (66 average damage per shot times 20%
C2H). Weapons: 19.5 damage with two attacks (65 average damage per hit time 30% C2H), 13 damage with three attacks (65 average damage per shot times 20% C2H). So here it is. Sticking with the operational melee weapon as a solarian is going to lead to disappointment. Even if you hit more, your numbers will be lower than that of any other build, and
your damage will be significantly lower by about 40% at all times. This is definitely in the fixation range, however, and if we look at operational, providing some bonuses for other classes to keep operational weapons a viable choice for them is probably a good idea for long-term game design. It actually repeats what I consider to be a major problem with the
Starfinder system right now- the mathematical system pigeonholds itself hardcore, so that strange, whimsical little builds like it doesn't work. Based on this article and the one I wrote a few months ago, comparing soldiers, operatives, and solarian damage, I believe this game in earnest need of some loose goose -- Ness. I find it annoying that you have to play
a certain class to be good in a given role- in this respect Starfinder is more specialized than Pathfinder, despite the clear intention of the design to reduce hyper specialization. But that's all for this week's theme. Next week I'll be talking about anthropomorphic animal races and why most players don't seem to respect them. I'm sure you've come up with some
ideas based on the preferences of a particular fandom, but I have a lot to say, and none of them involves taking pot shots for the benefit of people. Until next time, I'm Alex Augunas and I'm always here for you when you need a little guide. Take care! Alexander Alex Augunas has been playing role-playing games since 2007, which is not as long as 90% of
his colleagues. Alexander is an active freelancer for the Pathfinder Role-playing game and is best known as the author of the Covenant Magic Unbound Series Radiance House. Alex is the owner of Everyman Gaming, LLC and is often stylized as Everyman Gamer in honor of the original House Guide. Alex also cohosts the Private Sanctuary Podcast, along
with fellow blogger Anthony Lee, and you can follow their exploits on Facebook's 3.5 Private Sanctuary Group, or on Alex's Twitter, @AlJAug. What you need to know: Solar manifestation for unique armor or weapon Dare Mode attunement: gravitons vs. photonsStella Revelations (super attacks)Sidereal Impact Weapon SpecializationFlashing StrikesBest
alien races to chooseIn Starfinder, The Solarian Class is a unique spell of sword build, pulling away from the power of the stars. For me, this is the main candidate for the Jedi character, complete with power manipulations and swords of light. Playing Solarian means clicking on your side of the warrior. Maybe you are building a Vesk bounty hunter who likes to
capture his prey by hand. Or, you can go Lashunta Jedi, complete with a bonus of psychic strength and a philosophy of balance. In any case, this class occupies a unique niche in gameplay, owning space energy and instruments of outer space during the session. Let's dive into this mystical class of warriors to understand their thematic and strategic role in
the party. Solar manifestation: The first thing you choose is how your strength manifests itself. A physical, glowing ball of bright starlight floats around you. Or maybe it's dark purple or blue (giving it a black hole flair). This ball of energy is a representative of your cosmic power, a small piece of stellar energy that you can manipulate. Choose the way your ball
expresses itself and then choose whether it will form in armor or weapons. Solar ArmorOne shaped mote can take this stellar armor. This armor can essentially look like it. slinky speed suit made of solid black energy? Good job. Maybe you you Your armor to look more like a classic knight mail plate out of the light. It's drugs. If you have a design, you won't be
able to change it until you get another level of Solarian. Functionally, this armor adds a bonus of 1 euro to the classes of kinetic and energy armor. Refresh this to 2 euros when you hit level 10. Solar Weapons As a Jedi lover, I will probably choose this form. Technically, weapons can be any melee weapon- or even whipping, organic shapes. Naturally, I go
with the SUNLIGHT katana. This sword acts as a one-handed kinetic advanced melee weapon, case 1d6 - Power modifier on the 1st level. Increase the number of d6 rolls at 6, 9 and all above 12. This weapon can be reinforced with Solarian weapon crystals, so artificial upgrades can boost your sword or whip or mace further. You know, in case you feel the
Sith. The weapon can be drawn as if not a shell and disappears when it leaves its owner's hand. Star ModeBut wait, the cosmic magic of the star does not end. It's deep, kids. Solarians draw their magic from the cosmic balance of creation and destruction, light and darkness, symbolizes the power of supernovae and black holes. Since the Jedi must be in
balance with strength, Solarians must keep the balance between these polar space forces. It's important to know how you move forward because it comes into play. It's part of the theme. During the battle, you join these cosmic forces, both gravitons (black hole) and photons (starlight). Or you can choose to be neutral at any moment of view. As you connect
with gravitons and photon, or none, you choose cosmic power to align your energy with. This has different effects depending on which one, which you choose. Graviton Mode allows you to use gravity-based forces. Get 1 graviton point at every turn. When you build up to 3, you can unleash a stellar revelation (super attack). One such moves is called the
Black Hole, which pulls enemies up to 20 feet by 10 feet closer to you. This can be crucial for combating long-range fighters. Also, while graviton are customized, get a bonus of 1 euro to reflexive savings throws. Photon Mode is a similar setting using solar energy. While the photon is configured, you get a bonus of 1 euro for the damage to the rolls, which
increases by 1 every 6 levels. After 3 photon counters, the Supernova revelation is open. This stellar fire blast causes 1d6 damage (No. 1d6 for the Solarian level) to each enemy within a 10-foot radius. Sidreal influence and specialization weapons These abilities are manifested at level 3, offering cosmic influence on some test skills. Pick two to get a bonus
d6 insight, one representing photons and another gravitons. The skills associated with these stellar forces are thematically matched, which is a cool aspect of the class. The list of photon skills includes culture (Int), Diplomacy (Cha), Scaremongering (Cha), Medicine Medicine and Survival (Wis). List of graviton skills Bluff (Cha), Masking (Cha), Mystic (Wis),
Sense Motive (Wis) and Stealth (Dex). The specialization of weapons adds additional damage equal to the level of character on certain weapons. This comes down to half with a small firearm or a melee operational weapon. The use of a solar sword (or whatever) is considered an advanced military weapon. Flashing Strikes (Level 7) For this ability, it is
important to be aware of full attacks. In fact, it allows the character to attack 2 times. Remember that this means no moves or other action. This usually adds -4 penalty attacks. Flashing strikes reduce this fine to -3 until the attacks are made with melee weapons. The best alien races to choose fromKorasha Lashunta In my opinion, this is the optimal race for
the Solarian class. Lashunta are humanoids with long antennas on their heads, giving them natural psychic gifts. All Lashunta get No 2 to Charisma, the guiding stat for Solarian spells. Put the two together and your already with a great start. Being a dimorphic race, these aliens come in two forms: Korash and Damaya. Korashi's form gains from two to two to
the Force, being a muscular warrior. Damaya, on the other hand, tends to be more delicate with increased intelligence (bonus No. 2). For the purposes of Solarian melee combat, Korasha makes the most sense. All Lashunta are telepathic with ready-made participants (we get to the reluctant). Up to 30 feet, limited telepathy allows you to communicate with
those who know your language. You know, mentally, not out loud. Lashunta bonus spells, but that's not all. Lashunta get 3 additional spells. By their will they can cast and have a psychokinetic hand, and once a day they can discover thoughts. Jedi, anyone? Daze is a useful spell to confuse opponents and render them useless. A humanoid creature with CR
3 or below is unable to take action for one around against will save a throw. It is important to note that they do not take a penalty in AC. A psychokinetic hand is telekinesis. In a range of 15 feet, you can propel the item forward, open the doors, and press simple buttons. The effect is erased when you exceed the range and can't fix the computer or shoot the
gun. The benefits are similar to the D'D Mage Hand spell. The uses for this ability in the story are almost limitless, so get creative and get fun with it. Who would have thought? But seriously, there's plenty to make of this once-a-day Mystical Spell. The amount of information you can gather depends on how long you focus the spell. This focus can last up to 1
minute, starting with the detection or absence of thoughts. Intelligence scores of your goal must be 1 or higher for this to work (we need some kind of consciousness). In battle, there are three rounds of attention. On the second second charmer can feel how many thinking minds are in the area.  Watch out: The superintelligence can leave you stunned if its
score is 10 points higher starting with a score of 26.  The third round actually allows you to read the thoughts of everyone in the room.  If the enemy manages to save the Will throw, the effect does not stick. VeskGiant, predatory lizard humans could make for interesting Solarians.  This is especially true if you want to play melee tank warrior. As for racial
bonuses, Vesk get No. 2 to the force and the Constitution.  This will certainly come in handy with any melee fighter.  Fearless allows them to add No.2 to save throws against fear effects and low-light Vision allows them to see in low light as if it were normal.  They have natural weapons (claws) that cause 1d3 deadly damage and are not considered archaic.
The real kicker, however, is the Armor Savant feature, which adds No.1 to ac.  Heavy armor fines are reduced by one as well.  Add this with solar armor and you can play on the star tank. KasathasThis four-way, cone-shaped race resembles an episode of Ancient Aliens.  Based on a planet orbiting a dying star, this race is known as the founders of solar
magic Solaria.  It probably has something to do with the dying star they're orbiting.  Anyway, these four hands come in handy, you can prepare the weapon in each hand.  As a racial bonus, they get the No.2 Power and No.2 Wisdom.They also have the ability to move through difficult terrain (desert, mountain, hill) at normal speed and get No.2 skills to test
athletics and acrobatics. If you like the content, check out my Ultimate Ysoki Mechanic build.  More RPG articles can be found here. In here.
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